Neuropathic pain: diagnosis and treatment today

Key points:
- The updated, narrower definition of neuropathic pain emphasises its association with a lesion or disease of the somatosensory nervous system.
- Neuropathic and nociceptive pain have different treatments. A targeted history and a physical examination are important diagnostic prerequisites to medicine selection for effective pain management.
- Low-dose amitriptyline remains a first-line contender in the treatment of neuropathic pain.

Updated guidelines, familiar medicines

The efficacy of neuropathic and other chronic pain medicines is partial at best, which makes helping patients with chronic pain very challenging. People have asked me to amputate their leg, just to get rid of the fire that never goes away. With this desperation and distress, it is tempting to try anything in the hope that it will give relief. Being as sure as possible of the diagnosis is important in order to best help the patient.

Philip Siddall

Professor Philip Siddall, Director of the Pain Management Service at Greenwich Hospital, has over 25 years of clinical experience in the field of pain management.

Despite the many challenges of caring for patients with neuropathic pain, careful clinical assessment and use of first-line medicines remain the cornerstones of diagnosis and pharmacological treatment.

The clinical assessment

The latest guidelines use the updated definition of neuropathic pain.

What is neuropathic pain in 2018?

‘The main change in the new definition is the removal of the word “dysfunction”, says Professor Siddall.

Narrowing the definition excludes nervous system changes, such as central sensitisation, as well as conditions such as fibromyalgia or irritable bowel syndrome where there is little to find in terms of nerve damage.

Philip Siddall

The first-line medicines

Australian and international guidelines recommend four first-line medicines for the treatment of neuropathic pain: amitriptyline, duloxetine, gabapentin and pregabalin.

Medicine selection should be done on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the patient’s profile, contraindications and comorbidities. Amitriptyline may not be uppermost in the minds of GPs when they are considering first-line treatment of neuropathic pain. It has, however, been effectively used (in low doses) for many years, is still one of the most efficacious medicines for this type of pain, and remains relevant today.

a Some guidelines recommend the tricyclic antidepressant (TCA) drug class first-line, of which amitriptyline has the most evidence, as well as the serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (SNRI) drug class, of which duloxetine is uniformly recommended.

b Although fibromyalgia is not classified as neuropathic pain, Australian Therapeutic Guidelines recommend TCAs, gabapentinoids or SNRIs for pharmacological treatment.7
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Figure 1: Examples of neuropathic pain

With the updated definition of neuropathic pain, a physical examination is important to establish the link between the pain and a lesion or disease in the somatosensory system. Australian guidelines from 2011, which are consistent with more recent international guidelines and recommendations, use a stepwise approach to build evidence for a possible, probable or definite neuropathic pain diagnosis. Pain descriptors that include pricking, burning or tingling can contribute towards the diagnosis.

Some patients may have mixed pain, but it is not true that all pain types have a neuropathic component. Understanding the pain and underlying pathology (neuropathic or otherwise) is important to be able to address the pain with appropriate treatment strategies. Studies have shown that medicines for neuropathic pain may be prescribed in situations where they are not indicated.

Neuropathic pain medicines have demonstrated limited efficacy, especially when a neuropathic component was not clearly established or absent. Pain due to radiculopathy seems more refractory than other types of pain. Additionally, non-effective medicines may be prescribed for the treatment of neuropathic pain.

The neuropathic stroke of a brush and the prick of a toothpick

‘Although often not black and white, I think the difficulty in diagnosing neuropathic pain is often overstated’, says Professor Siddall.

Burning, shooting and pins and needles descriptors can alert us to the possibility of neuropathic pain. Then the clinical history and examination helps to confirm that the location of the pain is anatomically consistent with a neurological lesion.

Guidelines recommend a structured approach, with patient history and clinical examination being the most important parts of the diagnosis. Neuropathic pain can be graded as possible, probable or definite based on the built-up evidence. Treatment can be commenced once probable neuropathic pain has been diagnosed, with further investigations only considered if these tests would inform treatment.
Medicines as part of a pain management plan

The treatment of neuropathic pain remains challenging – partial pain relief is usually considered a good result. Pharmaceutical pain relief is part of a total plan for living with pain, which focuses on improving the patient’s quality of life and ability to function. Non-pharmacological treatment such as physical exercise, cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) and meditation can help in accepting and coping with the pain. 

Neuropathic pain medicines – the options

‘There is little evidence to support the use of specific drugs in specific neuropathic pain conditions’, says Professor Siddall. ‘Usually the choice is determined by the general evidence in neuropathic pain as well as the likelihood of side effects in a particular person and the cost.’

Australian and international guidelines are based on or agree with the latest systematic review and meta-analysis of relevant drug studies. Common among these guidelines is that four medicines are strongly recommended for treatment of neuropathic pain: amitriptyline (a TCA), duloxetine (an SNRI), and two antiepileptics, gabapentin and pregabalin. Australian guidelines recommend amitriptyline first-line, pregabalin and gabapentin second-line, and duloxetine as a second- or third-line consideration.

Other medicines recommended as second- or third-line options include tramadol, lignocaine, capsaicin and botulinum toxin A. There is a limited role for strong opioids in the treatment of neuropathic pain because of safety concerns and poor evidence of long-term efficacy. There is little evidence that paracetamol and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are effective.

Neuropathic pain medicines – the evidence

Cumulative number-needed-to-treat (NNT) over the many trials can give an indication of the efficacy of the medicines. For these medicines, NNTs are TCAs 3.6, gabapentin 6.3, SNRIs 6.4, and pregabalin 7.7. Antidepressants (like amitriptyline) have the best numbers, but treatment preferences cannot be based on these numbers because of the differences in study design and quality. The quality of evidence is high for pregabalin, gabapentin and SNRIs (including duloxetine), and moderate for TCAs (including amitriptyline).

Cumulative number-needed-to-harm (NNH) indicates that gabapentin has fewer tolerability issues than the others (which are approximately equal): NNHs are gabapentin 25.6, pregabalin 13.9, TCAs 13.4, SNRIs 11.8.

‘Many physicians with less experience using TCAs think that they have to use the large doses normally used to treat depression. The tricyclic amitriptyline is almost always my first-line recommendation, used at the low doses where the side effects are far less problematic.’

Tony Hall

Tony Hall is a clinical pharmacist with 30 years of experience in persistent pain, and a senior lecturer at the Queensland University of Technology.

A recent systematic review confirmed the tolerability of low-dose amitriptyline (and other antidepressants) for the treatment of chronic pain. It reveals specific profiles of adverse effects that differ from those caused by higher doses of the same drugs prescribed for depression.

There have been a number of small head-to-head studies comparing the different neuropathic pain medicines, but as they have small sample sizes, their findings need to be treated cautiously. Overall, no significant differences in efficacy or safety were found between the first-line treatments.

Studies have examined the use of different neuropathic pain medicines for different conditions with neuropathic pain. Overall, all of the four first-line options can be considered, regardless of the cause or underlying disorder. Australian guidelines recommend that first-line choice should be made on a case-by-case basis, according to efficacy, contraindications, adverse effect profile, cost and other indications.

c Excludes gabapentin extended release or gabapentin enacarbil as these are not available in Australia.
The right dose, tested slowly, for the maximum benefit

‘Some clinicians try to hurry the process by giving higher and higher doses, and the patients stop taking the medication due to adverse effects,’ says Hall.

Evidence suggests that not all patients are receiving effective doses of recommended neuropathic pain medicines. Studies have also demonstrated that low doses at initiation, followed by a gradual increase until maximum benefit is obtained, helps with tolerability.

Most patients’ expectations of an analgesic medicine is something that does or doesn’t work almost immediately, This is not the case with the neuropathic pain analgesics, and may explain a desire for quick titrations to high doses. Much of my time is spent persuading patients to have a second ‘audition’ after they have stopped. Start low, go slow is my motto. Starting the patients on a very small dose and gradually increasing it is the best way to find the balance between the analgesic benefit and the side effect burden.

Tony Hall

Living with neuropathic pain

It is horrible living with neuropathic pain. Tony Hall describes it as ‘increased neural sensation’.

‘Imagine listening to your favourite, beautiful piece of music playing softly on the radio. Then imagine the volume being turned up, louder and louder. It becomes irritating and eventually painful to the ear. The body becomes over-sensitive to the ‘music’ being sent from the body to the brain.’

Tony Hall

Useful resources

Ami triptyline for nerve pain: fact sheet for patients
Provides information about what to expect when starting amitriptyline for neuropathic pain. It also helps address some of the barriers associated with starting this medicine.

Helping patients live with neuropathic pain: patient action plan
Designed to give patients with neuropathic pain a better understanding of their condition and help manage their expectations of pharmacological treatment. Download these resources from the NPS MedicineWise website or access through clinical software (Best Practice, Medical Director, Genie and MedTech32).
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